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Case Study – Usage Based Maintenance Planning for Batch Tanks

Whilst working as the Engineering Manager for a
chemical manufacturing
company in Kwinana, Jon was
responsible for the upgrade of
the Computerised Maintenance
Management System (CMMS).

The company
any operated a number of batch tanks,
and the usage and maintenance requirements for
these tanks changed considerably dependent on
the products being manufactured and the
variability in demand for some of the products.

Although a time-based inspection and maintenance
schedule was great from a planning point of view,
it really didn’t match the operation of the plant; as
production changed, the need for maintenance
varied as well.
The new CMMS allowed for throughput based
maintenance planning, and by analysing
ng vessel
fault history and production records, Jon was able
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to develop a maintenance schedule based on the
number of batches processed.

The problem was how to input the number of
batches processed by each vessel into the CMMS.
Ideally, this information would
w
come automatically
from the plant SCADA, but due to the way that
batches were manufactured and tank cleaning was
performed, there was no reliable indicator for
batch numbers from this source.

Jon realised that each batch went through quality
control in the lab, and this was entered into the lab
database. Thee database provided a reliable, source
of batch information for the CMMS that
tha could
quickly be transferred
electronically allowing the
electronically,
maintenance planning for
these vessels to undertaken
on a more efficient usage
basis.

Engineered Efficiency is a Western Australian business focussed on helping small to medium companies
streamline their production and maintenance processes, and reduce input costs from utilities and reagents.
We do this through working closely with our customers to understand their
eir business needs and
processes, and apply our experience and knowledge to build practical and achievab
achievable programs to improve
efficiency and drive down costs.

Our Managing Director, Jon Langford, has over 20 years experience in design, construction and ma
maintenance
intenance
of process plants and commercial buildings. Jon started Altrum Pty Ltd in 2002, providing process
engineering, chemical manufacturing and storage, and heat transfer solutions across Australia. Between
2010 and 2015, Jon worked outside of Altrum in process plant maintenance and utility asset management
fields. He recommenced work with Altrum at the end of 2015, trading as Engineered Efficiency, integrating
this recent experience with the innovative process solutions he provided previously through Altrum.
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